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Daughters of the Delta

Michele Jacques’ CHELLE! and Friends honors Louisiana women whose music accompanied

the Great Migration in “Daughters of the Delta” at the 19th Annual San Francisco International

Arts Festival, Saturday, June 11, 8 p.m. and Sunday, June 12, 2 p.m., at Plymouth Jazz and

Justice Church at 424 Monte Vista Avenue in Oakland.

“Daughters” is an anthology that honors African American women composers and musicians

hailing from Louisiana in the late 19th and early 20th centuries. The project acknowledges

seminal figures whose body of work became the backdrop to the Great Migration as Black

people moved out of the South during the Jim Crow era.



Musician and “Daughters of the Delta” creator Michelle Jacques, left, will be honoring the women who
defined the sound of the Great Migration in a truly inspired musical program at the SF International Arts
Festival June 11 and 12! On the right from the top are several Daughters: Becky Elzy and Roberta
Bradford, Lil Hardin and Lizzie Miles.

The project sets out to honor those that came before and preserve important yet often

overlooked perspectives and experiences of Black women through the New Orleans style.

Michelle Jacques said of the research that went into creating “Daughters”: “The program

includes materials inspired by Becky Elzy and Alberda Bradford recorded in the early 1930s

when they were already acknowledged as the living repositories of spiritual music from the 19th

Century.”

Ms. Jacques also observed: “Another featured artist is Lil Hardin, sometimes known to history

as the second Mrs. Louis Armstrong – and the woman who created the branding and image that

made him a superstar – but Lil was also an accomplished composer, musician and bandleader

in her own right.

“Her music and that of women such as New Orleans native Lizzie Miles was part of the musical

fabric that buoyed the spirits of Black folk during the successive waves of the Great Migration.

Their legacies should have a place in a 21st Century dialogue.”

Exploring the genres of spirituals, gospel, jazz and the blues, and featuring original

compositions and lyrics by Ms. Jacques and Cava Menzies with new arrangements of traditional

songs by Brian Dyer, “Daughters” invokes the memories of these legendary ladies and invites

their spirits into the house to be celebrated.

Tickets: advance price, $20; at the door, $25, full time students and seniors, $10. For box office

and information click here or call 415-399-9554.

To hear Michelle talk about “Daughters” and to hear Andrew Woods, founder and executive

director of SFIAF, talk about this 19th festival and the big move from beloved Fort Mason Center

to San Francisco State University this fall, visit Wanda’s Picks Radio Show or watch on

Facebook.com/wandaspicks.
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